Abstract-A universal decoding procedure is proposed for memoryless Gaussian channels with deterministic interfering signals from a certain class. The universality of the proposed decoder is in the sense of W i g independent of the channel parameters and the unknown interfering signal, and at the same time attaining the same random coding e m r exponent as the optimal maximum likelihood (ML) decoder, which utilizes full knowledge of the channel parameters and the interfering signal. The proposed decoding rule can be regarded as a continuousalphabet version of the universal maximum mutual information 0 decoder.
I. INTRODUCTION
NlVERSAL DECODING for unknown finite-alphabet U channels has been widely studied in the literature. For discrete memoryless channels (DMC's) Goppa [l] proposed a universal decoder, referred to as the maximum mutual information (MMI) decoder, which selects an input message that maximizes the empirical mutual information with the given output vector. Goppa has shown that if the receiver employs the MMI decoder, which is independent of the unknown channel statistics, the channel capacity is achievable. Csiszir and Komer [2] have sharpened this result and proved the existence of a deterministic universal fixed composition block code, which when decoded by the MMI decoder, yields the random coding error exponent for the given channel. Ziv [3] has investigated universal decoding for finite-alphabet, finitestate channels under a random coding regime and proposed a universal decoder based on the Lempel-Ziv algorithm [4] that attains the same random coding exponent as the optimal maximum likelihood (ML) decoder, which in turn, assumes full knowledge of the channel parameters. In the special case of a DMC and a fixed composition random code this decoder can be replaced by one that minimizes the empirical conditional entropy of the channel input given its output.
In this paper, we derive a parallel result for memoryless Gaussian channels with an unknown deterministic interfering signal from a fairly wide class. This interfering signal may represent a transmission from a competing source, a jammer, or another noise source which cannot be modeled as a stationary Gaussian process. The empirical conditional entropy of the channel input given the channel output is induced by an auxiliary "backward channel" whose parameters are estimated from the given channel output vector and each one of the input vectors (codewords). The codewords are assumed to be chosen randomly near the surface of a Euclidean sphere whose radius corresponds to the power limitation. Similarly as in [3] , it is shown that the proposed universal decoding rule attains the same error exponent as that of the optimal ML decoder which is fully informed of the channel parameters and the interfering signal. The main contribution of this work is in deriving an analogue to the MMI decoding principle for the continuous alphabet case. It also might serve as a step towards a derivation of a universal decoder for a Gaussian dispersive channel with unknown intersymbol interference (ISI) coefficients, which in turn has an important application in channel equalization (see, e.g., [5] and references therein). We present a conjecture as for the extension of the universal MMI decoder in the finite IS1 case.
STATEMENT OF MAIN RESULT
Consider a discrete-time, Gaussian memoryless channel characterized by yt = axt + zt + W t , where x t is the desired channel input, a # 0 is an unknown fading parameter, {wt} is zero-mean Gaussian white noise with an unknown variance u2 > 0, zt is an unknown deterministic interference, and yt is the channel output. It is assumed that the noise {tut} is statistically independent of the input {xt} and that the interfering signal zt can be represented by a series of given orthonormal bounded functions (e.g., sine and cosine functions) with an absolutely summable coefficient sequence, namely, Consider next, a codebook C = {d, z2, . . , z ' } of M = ZnR equiprobable messages 2 2 = (xi, xi, . , xf , . . , xk) E R", i = 1, 2,. , M where R is the coding rate in bits per channel use. Clearly, if the parameter a and the interference signal zt were known, the best decoder would have been the ML decoder, which in the Gaussian case considered here, 0018-9448/93$03.00 0 1993 IEEE selects the message zi that minimizes xy=l(yt -zt -ax:)2.
Similarly as in [3] , the probability of error associated with the ML decoder will be denoted by P,,o(C, R, n).
Since the design of a codebook C that minimizes P,,,(C, R, n) under an input power constraint is prohibitively complex for large n, will shall adopt the random coding approach, where each codeword is randomly chosen with respect to some probability density function (pdf) q(z), and independently of all other codewords. For a given power constraint, a reasonable choice of q(.) would be a Gaussian pdf restricted to an ndimensional Euclidean sphere whose radius is about n e u; (see, also [6, p. 326, (7.3.13)-(7.3.14) and p normalizes the measure (3) such that it would integrate to unity. It is well known [6, ch. 71 that Pe,o(R,n) 4 E(P,,,(C, R, n)}, where the expectation is taken over ensemble of randomly selected codebooks under q, decays exponentially for every rate R that is less than the channel capacity C = 0.51og(l + a2u;/u2). The exponential rate of the error probability E(R)
-limn-,oo n-l logP,,,(R, n) is called the random coding error exponent. The previously defined input pdf q ( -) is known [6] to attain an exponent higher than that of the Gaussian pdf with the same variance, intuitively, because of the fact that it does not allow low energy codewords.
Since the fading parameter a and the interfering signal { z t } are unknown, the ML decoder is obviously inapplicable. We next demonstrate a decoding procedure which is universal in the sense of being independent of a and {zt}, and at the same time attaining E(R). In other words, let P,,,(C, R, n) denote the error probability associated with the universal rule for a given codebook C, and let P,,,(R,n) = E{P,,,(C, R,n)}. Then, P,,,(R,n) decays exponentially at the same rate E ( R ) as that associated with the ML decoder. This is analogous to an earlier result by Ziv [l] for finite-alphabet, finite-state channels.
We now turn to present the proposed decoding rule. To this end, define an auxiliary backward channel of order k by the conditional pdf
where J = (yl, . -. , !~n ) and 8 2 (U:, a, PI, P2, ..., P k )
is the parameter vector of the kth-order backward channel. Note that the definition of the auxiliary backward channel is completely detached from the underlying probabilistic model in the sense that it does not agree with the conditional pdf of z eiven U that is induced bv the underlvine ioint Ddf of z and y. In particular, it allows vectors z outside DA. Let { kn}n2 1 be any monotonically nondecreasing integer-valued sequence satisfying kn + 00 and kn/n1l3 + 0 as n + 00. Our decoding rule will select a message 2' that maximizes the function m,axV(zilu, 8, kn)
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among all M codebook messages.
Theorem I : Assume that { z t } can be expanded to a series of bounded orthonormal functions with an absolutely summable coefficient sequence { b,},>l. Let the codewords of C be chosen randomly with respect to the pdf q(.) defined as in (3) and independently of each other. Then, 1 (6) where A is as in (3) and A(A) -+ 0 as A + 0.
The proof appears in Section 111.
The intuitive interpretation of (5) is that n-l logu(z, y) = n-l maxe log V(zIy, 8, k)/q(z) is an empirical version of the per-letter mutual information between z and y. Thus, we select the input 2' that seems empirically "most dependent" upon the given output vector y, which corresponds to the MMI principle [l], [2] . Note that on the support of q(.), the term n-l logq(zi) is nearly a constant independent of i. Thus, this decoding rule is essentially equivalent to one that maximizes maxeV(z; ly, 8, k), namely, maximum a posteriori (MAP) decoding. This is the continuous-alphabet counterpart of the minimum conditional entropy decoder of [3] for uniform input pdf's in the memoryless case.
It turns out that the extension of Theorem 1 to nonmemoryless channels is not trivial. Consider, for example, a Gaussian channel with a linear intersymbol interference (ISI), characterized by yt = h2zt-a + wt, where {hi}!==, is the channel impulse response and wt is a Gaussian white noise.
The difficulty appears to be in an appropriate definition of the auxiliary backward channel V(. I a). A natural straightforward guess, in view of (4), could have been However, we were unable to prove that this backward channel, when plugged in (5), results in asymptotically optimal decoding. The problem seems to lie in the fact that the above conditional pdf depends on a 2(k + 1)-dimensional vector of sufficient statistics associated with 2, while there are only (k + 2) degrees of freedom to adjust their conditional expectations. (For details, see Section 111, Lemma 3). We conjecture that an appropriate definition of the backward channel in this case will be where 0 = (ai, a, . , a k , PO, . . . , P k ) and G,(B, k,y) is a normalization factor chosen such that the pdf will integrate to unity.
PROOF OF THEOREM 1
Let z and y be arbitrary fixed vectors and define
where W(y)z) is the conditional pdf associated with the channel, i.e., Similarly, let
(9)
The average error probabilities associated with the ML decoder and the proposed decoder are given by and -Pe,u(R,n) = 1 -E respectively, where expectations are taken with respect to the joint pdf p(z,y = q(z)W(ylz). Equation (10) (and similarly (11)) follows from a simple consideration explained in [3] , which for the sake of completeness, will be repeated here. Fix a transmitted codeword z and a received vector y. Since other codewords 2' are selected randomly, the probability that 2' has a score W(ylz') smaller than W(ylz) is (1 -Jso(z,ar) q(z')dz'). Thus, in order for the decoded message to be correct, all (2nR -1) remaining codewords must provide a score lower than W(y(z). Since the codewords are chosen independently, this happens with probability [l -Jso,,,q) q(~')dz']~''~-'. Finally, the overall correct decision probability is the expectation over z and y of the latter expression.
For S > 0 we define the set In what follows, we shall compare the exponential behavior of P e + ( R , n ) to that of P,,,(R,n) for a small S > 0. In the final step of the proof, this will be justified by showing that where the superscript c denotes the complementary set. Then, for all large n,
The proof of Lemma 1 appears in the Appendix.
of sets H, over which the ratio Lemma 1 will be useful if we can define such a sequence is uniformly overbounded by a subexponential function of n,i.e., e"€", where E, ---t 0 as n + 00 uniformly for all (z,y) E H,. Once this is accomplished, the proof of the theorem will be complete.
The main difference between Lemma 1 and Corollary 1 of [3] is that in the latter the supremum over (z,y) is not constrained. Observe, however, that in contrast to the finite alphabet case, here since the measurements are unbounded, then an unconstrained supremum in (16) might be arbitrarily large. Thus, the role of H , is in dividing the space of pairs (z, y) into two parts, where in one the supremum of (16) grows subexponentially and the other possesses a probability smaller than the desired exponential function e-nE(R) (15) and hence negligible.
The set H , will be defined as follows. For a given pair 
O -B
The motivation behind this choice of H,(B) is that it guarantees uniform continuity of n-l log V(z(y, e, k) with respect to small perturbations of the sufficient statistics as will be seen in the sequel. We now have the following lemma which is proved in the Appendix.
Lemma 2: There exists a sufficiently large B such that
{Hn(B)}n21 satisfies (15).
To overbound (17) within H, (B), we derive an upper bound on the numerator of (17) and a lower bound on its denominator, and show that these are exponentially equivalent. To this end, we first need to define a conditional type and establish some of its properties. For a given pair of vectors (z,y) and E > 0, define the kth order conditional €-type of z given y as 
where C1 and c 2 are some positive constants and c k A x z k + l IbiI tends to zero as k -+ CO by the absolute summability of the sequence { b i }~l . Clearly, the right-most side of (21) can be made arbitrarily small by choosing E sufficiently small and k sufficiently large. Similarly, q(u) and q(v) are also exponentially equivalent, provided that they both belong to the support S of q ( . ) , namely, 
V ( & 6, k )
.
where L is the uniform bound on + , , t , , and m ( A ) is a sequence depending only on n and A with the property liminf,,,y,(A)
The proof of Lemma 3 appears in the Appendix. We are now ready to derive a lower bound on the denominator of (17). Since z E S,6(z,y), then in view of (21), there exists a sufficiently small E > 0 and a sufficiently large k (both depending on 6) such that T : ( z l y ) c S,6(zJy).Thus, from . e -C 3 , E n where we have used the fact that (z,y) E Hn(B).
We next overbound the numerator of (17). The underlying idea is to partition the set Su(z,y) into a subexponential umber of conditional types, where for each conditional type, STt(zlv) q(z')dz' is overestimated using part (b) of Lemma 3, in a manner similar to (23). However, this cannot be done directly, since not every 2' E S,(z,y) is such that (z',y) E
Hn(B) and hence Lemma 3 cannot be applied to T,k(z'ly).
To alleviate this difficulty, we first divide S,(z,y) into two subsets, S,, (2, y ) n H, (Bo I y) and S, (2, y) n H; ( Bo I y), where Hn(BoJy) (2' : ( z ' ,~) E Hn(BO)}, Bo 2 B, being a constant to be chosen later. Now, in the first subset we can apply Lemma 3 while the second has a very low probability provided that Bo is sufficiently large. Specifically, let B be so large that In view of these facts, the first term on the right-most side of (25) is bounded above as follows:
where the last step follows from the definition of S,(z,y).
Combining (23), (25) and (26), we get for all sufficiently large n, Now, where the last inequality follows similarly to the derivation in (A.17XA.18) in the Appendix. Now choose Bo so large that
(30)
Then, the last term in the product on the right-hand side of (27) tends to unity as n + 00. Thus, in order that (27) will be a subexponential function of n, we let E = tend to zero and k = k, tend to infinity such the following three conditions will hold simultaneously. To complete the proof of the theorem, it remains to justify eq. (14). Note that both So(z,y) and S,6(z,y) correspond to a known channel and interference. The receiver subtracts zt from yt and treats the difference as an output of the channel W with no interference. Therefore, we now are dealing, in fact, 
and Using the same techniques as previously described, it is possible to overbound the numerator and underbound the denominator of the right-hand side of (35) in terms of the volumes of the conditional types
that are contained in F ( z , y, .), and to establish (14).
Now, similarly as in [l, (A.2)],
where the last inequality follows from the union bound and the fact that the integral of a positive function over the entire sample space is larger than its integral over Sa. From [l, (A.4)], we have that
From the assumption of the lemma, it follows that for all sufficiently large n, the probability that (z, y) is outside H,(B) will be less than Ff,o(q, R,n). This completes the proof of Lemma 1. 
Proof ofLemma 2:
By the union bound we have
Thus, it should be shown that if B is chosen sufficiently large, each one of the probabilities on the right-hand side of (AA) decays faster than
As for the first term, since then we have which in tum can be made less than e-nE(R) by selecting a sufficiently large B as can be shown by a simple application of the Chemoff bound (see, e.g., [7, Lemma 12.9.11). As for the remaining terms: we have the following expressions for the components of 8. where L is the uniform bound on 4;,t. Now, same probability-density) is associated with a positive U2.
Thus, the probability that both U1 and U2 are nonnegative 
86; 8B2
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